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AUTHOR'S NOTE

This paper does not represent an exhaustive analysis
of data, nor does it present a definitive set of con-
clusions. Rather, it challenges one major interpreta-
tion of test data and cautions against making further
policy decisions without first considering alternative
interpretations.
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ANALYSIS OF TEST SCORE TRENDS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL POLICY--
A CAUTION TO SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Many people point to test results of the past 20 years as evidence

that high schools have not been doing their job. Cpncern in the

educational community and public dissatiSfaction with student
performances have persuaded high school: administrators to reevaluate
student needs and curriculum offerings: The result is that many high
schools are now modifying their curriculums to emphasizethe basics.

If a large arid growing body of high school students does need
instruction in basic skills, the present emphasis.is appropriate.
However, there is evidence suggesting that this is not the case.- In
fact, a review of test score trends over the past 15 years indicates
'that just the opposite is true. The review also indicates that courses
for-the above-average high school student are, being adversely.effected

by this ew eMphasis on the basics.

The Decline

In the late 1960's, after more than a decade of steady increases,

aChievement test scores of,elpmentary and secondary students began to

decline. At the elementary level the declinw lasted through much of the

1970's. It still continues at the secondary level.
1

As shown in Figure 1, an analysis by.Armbruster (1977) of the Iowa-

Tests.of Basic Skills (ITBS) indicates an overall decline that began in

1964 for grades 3 through 8.
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Similar findings are reported by Harnischfegerand Wiley (1977) in
their analysis of the ComprehensiVe Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS). They

repOrted declines in math and reading from grade 5 on and in language

from grades 6 through'10. With few exceptions analyses of statewide

achlevement tests show similar downward trehds. Armbruster's (1977)

comprehensive review of statewide achievement tests results through 1973
,indicates that, starting in the late 1960's or early 1970's, test
results for all levels above grade 3 simultaneously began to drop below

achievement norms established in the midand late 1960's. He reported

also, that each year the same Children droppedlurther and further
.1pehind as they progressed through the grades.

A review of the National Assessment of Nucational Progress (NAEP)
reveals more declines over the past 10 years for secondary Students.
Math resu1ts---tof1:973 and-1978 show declines for the 17yean-olds tested

and reading results show declines for 17yearolds in the lower
achievement groups. NAEP data sho'w that the students "who do slightly
better on mathematical tests of Computing...do slightly worse on math
tests that,include complicated word problems. They may do better on a

test of grammar, but.they do not do as well in writing a persuasiVe

essay. And in reading they do less well on tests of inferential
comprehension" (American Enterprise Institute, 1981, p. 55). In other

words, students who are doing better in the bASics are doing worse an
more difficult aSpects of the same subject.

#
The 1979-1980 National AsSessment of Reading and.Literature shows

that "the percentage of 17year;plds writing adequate interpretations
dropped a startling 10 percentage points--from 51% to 41% (since the

..-1970-1971 assessment)" (National Assessment of Educational Progress

Newsletter, 1981, p. 4.). Roy Forbes,'the National Assessment director

believes that "coupled with theideclines in inferential comprehension

.seen for 17year7olds...these data appear to signal some erosion in
older teenagers'.thinking and evaluatiVe skills" (National Assessment of

Educational Progress Newsletter, 1981, p. 4.). NAEP,also'reports that,

in general, the highestachievement groups and students from Advantaged

urban areas continue to ahpw the greatest score decline.

States,that have implemented longitudinal testing programs similar

to NAEP's also report eclines in secondary students' achievement.

California reports that its high school seniors' reading scores
continued.to decline throughout the: 1970's (California State Department

of Education, 1979-1980 Report), Utah reports that llth grade math

scores decreased between 1975-and 1978.testing periods (Utah State

Office of Education,.personal communication, 1979). Pennsylvania

reports declines in llth grade 1981 reading scores as well as math cOre

declines for llth graders throughout the 1970's and early 1980's

(Pennsylvania Department of,gducation, personal communication, 1981).

Wisconsin reports declines in 12th srade math scores, from the.1976

testing period to the present (Wisconsin Departtent of Public

Instruction, 1980) and Kentucky'reports declines.im 10th grade math

Scores from its first.testing period in 1979 to the present (Kentucky

State. Department of Education, personal communication,' 1981).
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A review of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the American

College Testing Program (ACT) scores shows similar trends. As Figure 2

indicates,' starting in 1964 both verbal and math SAT averages began to

decline (College Entrance Examination Board, 1977).
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Verbal and math-SAT mean sdores continued to 'decline throughout the

1970's and the 1980 testing year. Educational Testing Service (ETS)

reports:that between 1977 and 1980, verbal averages.dropped another 5

points and math averages dropped another 4 points (Educational Testing

Service, 1981). ET\S also reporti that throughout the 1970's the number

of students scoring afer 600 in both verbal and math sections dropped

dramatically (Washington Post, 1981).

Recently released 1981 SAT results show that average verbal and

math scores have remained stable with the 1980 results. But as stated

by Robert Cameron, Executive Director of Research Development for the

College Board, it is toa,early to tell'"whether this signals the end of

the Score decline or simply'an interruption in the 18 year trend"

(Washington Post, 1981, p.2).

As Figure 3 shows, ACT mean composite scores reflect a similar

downward trend (Lipitz, 1977).



Figure 3

ACT MEAN COMPOSITE SCORES 1964-1965 THROUGH 1974-1975
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Several oltrces do an excellent job of examining the causes of the
test decline (e.g., Armbruster, 1977; College Examination Board7f-1977;
Harnischfeger and Wiley, 1978; American Council on Education, 1/977).
Generally they all agree on the following: that there wasno single
cause for the decline, that several factors have differentially
contributed to the decline and that it is eXtremely difficult, if not
Impossible; to assess the impact of one factor separate from another..
There is also general agreement as to the most "probable" contributing
factors:

Societal Influences. These include a growing permissive attitude
toward youth, a focus on student rights, the impact of television
On.learning (i.e.,,TV encourages "passive' learning rather than
lecrning by "doing"), a generaltapathy toward achievement andn
-lack of respect for establishedjimstitutions,

Schona Influences. These influences include-diminished concern
with discipline, autom'atic grade-to-graae Promotions, a reduction
in homework, an increased tolerancefor absenteeism, an increase inC,

the number-of electives offered along with_a4etrease in academic t-

requirements; the "new, math," open classrOOd, and innovative
nonphonetic reading programs.



Changes in the Test-Taking Population. It has been estimated that

approximately two-thirds to three-fourths of the SAT decline during

the 1964-1970 testing period was due to a "compositional"change in

the test-taking'population (College Entrance Examination Board,'

1977).. "At that time, there were significant increases...in the.

proportionate nUMbers in the test-taking population of three groups

that have always registered substantially lower than average scores

on this test: studenta from lower-socio-economic status families,

members &f_minority ethnic groups and (on the Mathematical but not

on the Verbal portion of the test) women" (College Entrance

Examination Board; 1977, p. 15). This trend is supported by the

ACT Student Profile data which show that in the mid- and. late

1960's larger percentages of students with comparatively lower 1r -""

school grade averages.yere going to college (Ferguson, 1978).

Since the make-up of the SAT and ACT test-taking populations has

not'changed appreciably since the early 1970's, declines occurring

since that time are generally attributed to the previously cited

factors.

A Recent Trend

In the early and mid-1970's, in an effort io halt declining scores,

school systems across the nation began to tighten academic standards.

This brought a,renewed emphasis on basic skills, as both elementary and

secondary sehools began redesigning curriculums to focus on the

"basics." The back-to-basics movement then became a national

phenomenon, as state and local educators began to develop and implement

g.

a variety of comprehensi t teaching. and testing programse.g.,

competency-based educati and minimum competency testing. Now, a

growing body of evidence indicates that these compensatory education

programs have had a positive impatt (Forbes, 1981) and that the

back-to-basics movement-is primarily responsible. However, changes such

as fewer automatic grade-to-grade promotions, increased efforts to weed

out incompetent teachers, and firm discipline must also be given their

share of. credit (U.S4 News and World Report, 1981).

Iowa reports that since the mid 1970's students in grades 6 and 8

have increased their scores in the ITBS in both math and reading '

(Hoover, H.D., personal communication,,1981). Michigan reports score

increases in state reading assessments since 1973 for grades 4 and,7 ,

(Roeber, E., peisonal Communication., 1981)..., Fairfax County, Virginia,

Students have reCently shown steady upward trends in grades 4 and 6

(Endo, T. personal communication, 1981). Washington, D.C students in

gradea 3,.6, and '9 have shown steady iacreases in basic skills since

1975 (Washington Post, 1980). The Houston'Public Schools report steady

increases in the ITBS since 1976 for grades 3 through 6 (Velentin,

1980), and the New York Times (1981 p.11) reports that in New York City',

"more than half the pupils in the elementary and junior high schools are

reading above the national average, a figure that exceeded anything the

district had attained during the 1970's."
.1.
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U.S. News and World Report (1981 p. 51) cites other examples of i

recent score increases. In!Atlanta, "43 percent of students in grades 1
through 8 topped national reading,averagea, up from 31 percent last

'year. In matIL.47 percent scoted-above the national average, 13 percent
did last year." In New Jersey "93 percent .of third graders passed
reading tests this year, compared with 86 percent in1978."

A review pf NAEP results over the past decade ilso reveals
imprpvement in student achievement. NAEP reports:

o In reading, 9-year-olds have continued to show increases.

o In mathematics, results for 1973 and 1978 show that 9-year-old
black students improved relative tb their white counterparts.

o In writing, disadvantaged urban 17-year=olds have made steady
gains.

Further signs of improvement are noted by the American Enterprise
Institute (1981 p. 55). They state that NAEP results indicate that "In
the basic areas in each subject; students,are doing consistently better.
In Mathematics, for examr4e they can 10 simple computing--adding and
subtracting--better than be ore; they 'perform better on tests of literal

comprehension.".

Focus on the Basics

Clearly, though, the g ws is not all good. As this review
'indicates, at the high school level 'overall test scores continue to
decIlne. Many edUcators have assumed that he way to stop the test
score decline is to make further changes in the high school curriculum.
For many schools this means ag increased emphasis on the basics, often
.at the expense of more advanced academic offerings. Several instances

can be cited.

o A survey completed by Florida's language arts supervisors found
that many of Florida's high school literature courses now focus
on improving reading skills rather than on literature
appreciation. Althoughstudehts may improve their reading

. skills, they at the same time,,lose an opportunity to develop an
appreciation for literature. Another result of this curriculum,

--Zhange is that teachers trained to'teach litetature are now
responsible for teaching readinga skill they may not have.
The survely'also found.that the number of literature courses
offer&I has decreased, while the number of writing skills
courses has increased (Strebeck, personal 'communication, 1981).

6
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o Norman Goldman, 'Director of Instruction for the New Jersey

Educatfbn Association, reports in.a summary of New Jersey'
curriculum.trendOor the:1980's, that New Jersey's "public high
schools apPear to 'he reducing the number of English electives"

(p. 315),-/and as a\Fesult of the statewide emphasis on basic
\reading skills, high school teachers nre "teachini reading

it-II:rough Content area's" (p. 319). He states that the back-to-

basics trend has induenced social studies instruction by

including ehe teachink of "reading and writing within the social

stUciies, content arean(P. 319). He also states that "there have

been some problems related to keeping the science curriculum
'al0.ve' in the.midst oA the 'back to basic' focus on reading and

mathematics" (P. 319). \

o William McMillian, Director of the Assessment Section of the

\ Minnesota State Department of Educatitin, states his concern that

high schools are "hittin' on the basics too hard." He points

out that though innesota's overall statewide test scores have,

over the years, emainea Consistently high, significantly out-
performing the n tion, there has been a decline in higher level

skills at all gra e levela. McMillian attributes this decline'

to-a-too-narrow f cus on the basic skills-(personal
communication,.19 1).

\\\

o A teacher in North Hollywood, California, reported on a rece t

ps$ documentary, Nho's Keeping Score?" that in order to provide

the remedial instr4tion needed, her high sehool increased the .

nUMber of basics offered. At the same timeil however; due to the
1

redirection of teac ing time and school dollars, her high schoolh

has also been forced to eliminate.some advalcced course offerings

ftom the curriculum (Maryland Instructional'Television, 1981).
1

o LoreLo C. SchMidt; a\member-of the Califorlilia Board of Regents,
\ \

on the same.PBS special, stated his concerniabout the impact of1

"Minimum' Competency TeSting" (MCT) on the high school

curriculum. He said that teachers are pulled from regular

classrooms to teach the\remedial opurses to' those stuaents who

failed the MCT. What occurs is "that the entire student body

then--other portions Of the-student community-lose a calculus
class or an Engliah V class nr a class on Shakespeare...': (Maryland

Instructional Television,\1981,/Day 2, p..34).

o Ralph.Tyler, an educational cOnsultant appearing on the PBS,

special, said that a panel eatablished by the National Eaucation

Association and the Floridaleaching,ProfessioL found that,in

Florida, "the great emphasfsgiven to reading and mathematicS

forced teachers to focus three-fourths or more of teaching time

on these subjects,-to the" seiLous neglect of science, social

studies, literature, health, nd'the arts" (Maryland

_Instructional Television, 198 , Day 1, p. 59).
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.0ne might argue that a combination of factors--not just declining
scores, but severe budget cuts andreduced student_enrollments--has left

the schools no choice but to limit course offerings in this way. In

fact, at first glance, this policy may7gii-f-eat'to be a most realistic and
practical solution to many problems that the schools_are facing. On the

other hand, according to many educators, the high-schools are "hitting

the basics to0 hard." And, as this analysis of test score trends shows;
some high school students have already begun to pay the price of a ,

toonarrow focus on basics. The batter students are showing the "

greatest score declines. And, in tests of high order skills, all
students, even the brightest ones, continue to show a downward trend.

ihese findings suggest that the empha\Sis on the basics at the.high
school level, and its accompanying rack of intellectually challenging
inStruction, has "set standards so loW'\that academically talented
students are Pulled down at the same tithe that less capable pupils are
beiRg pulled 16" (U.S. News and World. Report, 1.981).

NAEP's anal4si of the l9791.980 Assessment of heading and 6
Literature indica6s a similar finding. The following statement appeafS r

. in the NAEP report: "Students' successes w4h quick multiplechoice
inferential tasks and their failures to substantiate their inferences
are derived from their classroom experiences. Students...may not be

getting opportunities to engage in the extended discourse...that teaches

them how to explain and substantiate their infe'rences in even the most

basic ways'. (p. 24).

As bad as the present situation may appear, however, one need only
look to the future for an even gloomier picture. According to ctirrent

test.score trends, future generations of high school students will eRter

;
secondary schools with a more solid foundation in basic skills.
Therefore, their academic needs will be quite different from today's

secondary students. Tomorrow.'s students will be prepared to face an
academically challenging curriculum, but, if the current tiend
continues, the schools will be unprepared, to provide it.

Another consideration is the effect of current plicy on the school

system itself. If the same kinds of currid lum change .,continue t; be
implemented, public high schools may inadver ently put themselves out of

business. They may reduce their academic stapdards so drastically that
they will no longer be viewed as credible educational institutions. In

other words, they may render the high school diploma essentially
valueless.

8
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Recent increases in priVate school enrollments have been due, in
part, to the lack of public confidence in the public school System's
ab.ility to do its'job. The Gallup Poll reports that public opinion is ,
now beginning to'revers'e itself (U.S. News and.World Report, 1981, p.
50). Many educators have taken the optimistic viewpoint that schools,
having "reached bottom in terms of standards," are now beginning to
"turn atound" (U.S. News and. World Report, 1981, p. 50). It would be
unfortunate if, in reacting to the immediate set of pressOres, the
SchOo1s unintentionally end up solving one problem by creating a whole
set of others,.
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